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1 Introduction 
The classification theorem for compact surfaces is a formidable result. According to Massey [ 5 ] ,  this 
result was obtained in the early 1920's, and was the culmination of the work of many. The theorem 
gives a simple way of obtaining all compact 2-manifolds. Moreover, as a result of the theorem, it's 
possible to decide whether or not any two compact surfaces are homeomorphic rather easily. In 
other words, the theorem completely classifies all compact surfaces, and is therefore the "ideal" 
theorem. Considerable effort has been spent in topological research to develop similar theorems 
for compact 3-manifolds, but so far to no avail. For manifolds of dimension heigher than 3, it is 
essentially impossible, as the problem is shown to be undecidable. 
Before we can state the classification theorem, we need to introduce quite a bit of basic topo- 
logical concepts, including connectivity, compactness and quotient topology. In addition to that, a 
rigorous proof requires, among other things, a precise definition of a surface, orientability, a precise 
notion of generalized triangulation, and a precise way of determining whether two surfaces are 
homeomorphic, which requires some notions of algebraic topology. 
We begin with a review of basic topological notions. 
2 Topological Spaces and Continuous Maps 
Definition 2.1 Given a set X ,  a topology on X (or a topological structure on X ) ,  is defined as a 
family 0 of subsets of X called the open sets, including X itself and the empty set, satisfying the 
following properties: 
(1) The intersection of finite open sets is open. i.e. 0 is closed under finite intersections. 
(2) The union of open sets is open. i.e. O is closed under arbitrary unions. 
A topological space is a set X together with a topology 0 .  We often write (X, O), to indicate 
that X is a topological space with topology 0 .  
Given a topological space (X, 0), a subset Y E X is a closed set in X iff X - Y is open, i.e. 
the complement of Y belongs to X. 
The closed sets of a topological space (X, 0) satisfy the following properties: 
(1) The intersection of closed sets is closed. 
(2) The union of finitely many closed sets is closed. 
(3) 0 and X are both closed. 
Remark: A natural question now is whether a set can both be open and closed. As we can see 
clearly from the example of 0 and X ,  which are complements of each other, and are thus both open 
and closed, the answer is yes. When a topological space contains a proper nonempty subset which 
is both open and closed (a set other than the entire space), the space X is said to be disconnected. 
For more on connectivity, see Section 3. 
Definition 2.2 A topological space (X, 0) is said to satisfy the Hausdorff separation axiom (or 
T2-separation axiom), iff for any two distinct points XI ,  x2 in X ,  there exist two disjoint open sets 
Ul and U2 such that, XI E Ul, 2 2  E U2. We also say that (X, 0) is Hausdorfl. 
Although we can seldom take for granted that topological spaces are Hausdorff, as non-Hausdorff 
spaces arise naturally in algebraic geometry, all spaces mentioned and discussed here can be safely 
assumed Hausdorff. When a space is Hausdorff, it essentially means that limits are unique. It is 
also worth noting that the Hausdorff separation axiom implies that for every point a E X ,  the set 
{a) is closed. Indeed, for every x E X - {a), by the axiom there exist disjoint open sets U, and Ux 
such that a E U,, x E Ux. Thus, the union of all these open sets that contains every x E X - {a) 
is then X - {a) and is open, and thus the set {a) is closed. 
Definition 2.3 Given a topological space (X, 6 ) ,  given any subset A of X, there is a smallest 
closed set containing A called the closure of A and is denoted as 2. The largest open set contained 
0 
in A is called the interior of A and is denoted as A,. The set Fr A = 2 f l  X - A, is called the 
boundary (or frontier) of A. We also denote the boundary of A as aA. 
Remark:  The notation 2 for the closure of a subset A of X is somewhat unfortunate, since 2 
is often used to denote the set complement of A in X. 
By definition, it is clear that a subset A of X is closed iff A = 2. It  is easily shown that 
0 0 - 
A = A u a A a n d A n d A = @ .  
Often, it is necessary to consider a subset A of a topological space X ,  and to view the subset A 
as a topological space. This is the simplest way to produce new topological spaces out of old ones, 
in which we let an arbitrary subset inherit a topology from the mother space, and thus become a 
"subspace" . 
Definition 2.4 Given a topological space (X, O),  any subset A of X has the relative topology or 
the subspace topology induced by 0, where the open sets U are defined as intersections of A with 
open sets of X, i.e. 
U = { U ~ A I U E O )  
Such (A,U) is a topological subspace of X 
Definition 2.5 A neighborhood of a point a E X is an open set U with a E U, or any set that 
contains such an open set U. 
Note from the above definition that a neighborhood is not necessarily an open set, and is also 
not necessarily "small", as commonly assumed. The entire space qualifies as a neighborhood of any 
of its points. 
Definition 2.6 Given topological spaces (X, Ox) and (Y, Oy). A function f :  X + Y is continuous 
iff f - I ( v )  is open in X for every open set V E Y. A function f :  X + Y is continuous at a,  where 
a E X ,  iff given any neighborhood N of f (a) in Y, f - ' ( N )  is a neighborhood of a in X .  
Lemma 2.7 A function f :  X + Y between topological spaces is continuous iff i t  is continuous at 
every point a E X. 
Proof. First, if f is continuous, let N be a neighborhood of any f (a) in Y, thus by definition 
there is an open set V such that f (a) E V C N. Then it follows that a E f -'(v) f - ' ( ~ ) ,  and 
f -' (V )  is open. Thus f -' (N)  is a neighborhood of a in X, and f is continuous at any a. 
Now suppose that f  is continuous at every point a in X .  let V be any open set in Y, then V 
is a neighborhood of some f (a) and by definition f  -'(v) is a neighborhood of some a E f  (V). 
Thus there exists an open set U in X such that a E U C f  -'(v). Therefore f  (V) is the union of 
all such sets U when a ranges over f (v) . Since the arbitrary union of open sets is open, f ( V )  
is open. But V was any open set in Y and therefore f  is continuous. 
Lemma 2.8 Given topological spaces (X, Ox), (Y, Oy),  and (2, Oz),  and two functions f :  X -+ Y 
and g: Y -+ 2 ,  i f f  is continuous at a E X and g is continuous at f (a) E Y, then g o f: X -+ Z is 
continuous at a E X .  
Definition 2.9 Given topological spaces (X, Ox) and (Y, Oy),  a function f :  X -+ Y is a homeo- 
morphism iff f  is bijective (i.e. f  is both one-to-one and onto), and both f :  X -+ Y and f  - I :  Y -+ X 
are continuous. We say that topological spaces X and Y are homeomorphic if there exists such a 
homeomorphism between X and Y. 
Homeomorphic spaces are considered essentially the same, and one of the main focuses in 
topology is to find efficient ways of deciding whether a space is homeomorphic to another or not, 
and thus classifying the spaces. This motivates our discussion of the classification theorem of 
surfaces, which enables us to decide if any two compact 2-manifolds are homeomorphic. 
3 Connectivity 
Connectivity properties of topological spaces play a very important role in understanding the 
topology of surfaces. As the word "connected" suggests, a topological spaces which is connected 
should not have "gaps", or to put it into mathematical terms, "disjoint sets". 
This section gathers the facts about connectivity needed to have a good understanding of the 
classification theorem for compact surfaces. The main references are Ahlfors and Sario [I] , Massey 
[5, 61, Bredon [2] and Fulton [3]. 
Definition 3.1 A topological space (X, 0) is connected iff the space is not the union of two disjoint 
nonempty open subsets. A subspace U 5 X is connected iff it is connected in the subspace topology 
on U induced by (X, 0 ) .  A connected open set is called a region, and a closed set is a closed region 
iff its interior is a connected (open) set. 
When there are two such disjoint nonempty open subsets present, they are the complements of 
each other, and since they are both open, they are then also both closed. We know for a fact that 
any topological space X has at least one nonempty subset that is both open and closed, the entire 
space itself, therefore in order for X to be connected, X has to remain the only nonempty subset 
of X that is both open and closed. Any presence of a nonempty proper subset which is both open 
and closed signals disconnectivity. 
One of the most important properties of connected sets is that they are preserved by continuous 
maps. 
Lemma 3.2 Given any continuous map f :  X + Y, i f  A X is connected, then  f (A)  is connected. 
Thus,  i f  X is connected and f  is onto, Y is connected. 
Proof.  Assume f (A) is not connected. Then there exist two nonempty open sets U, V in Y, 
and such that f (A) n U and f (A) n V are nonempty, disjoint, open and 
Then, f (u) and f (v) are nonempty and open since f is continuous, and 
A =  ( A n  f - l ( u ) )  u ( A n  f - l ( v ) )  
with A n fP1(u)  and A n f -'(v) nonempty, disjoint and open, contradicting the fact that A is 
connected. 
Lemma 3.3 Given a topological space X,  the union of any nonempty connected subsets of X is  
connected i f  the intersection of any  two such subsets is  nonempty. 
Intuitively, one can think of the above situation as this: all of the connected subsets can be 
imagined as little circles, and any two of them have at least one element in common, meaning 
any two of the "circles" have overlaps. Thus, one is able to move from one circle to another, and 
throughout the whole union without having to experience "jumps" or "gaps", and thus the union of 
such "circles" or subsets is connected. A formal mathematical proof is similar to the proof for 3.2. 
Most importantly, an obvious consequence from this lemma is that if all the nonempty connect 
subsets have at least one point in common, their union is connected. 
Lemma 3.4 If W is  a connected subspace of a topological space X ,  then the closure W of W i n  
X is  connected. 
- Proof.  If W is not connected, then there are two nonempty open subsets U, V of X such that 
W n U and W n V are disjoint, nonempty, open and 
Since W C W, the above implies that 
and since W is connected, either W n U = 8, or W f l  V = 8. Without loss of generality, assume that 
W n V = 8, which implies that W c W n U C W n U. However, W n U is closed in the subspace 
topology for W, and since W is closed in X ,  which implies that W C_ W n U (since the closure is 
the smallest closed set containing the given set). Thus, W n V = 0, a contradiction. 
Definition 3.5 Given a topological space (X, 0)  we say that two points a ,  b E X are connected iff 
they belong to the same connected subset of X .  
It is immediately verified that the relation "a and b are connected in X" is an equivalence 
relation. Thus, the above equivalence relation defines a partition of X into nonempty disjoint 
connected components. 
Definition 3.6 A connected component of X is a largest connected subset. Equivalently, the 
connected components are the equivalence classes from the equivalence relationship defined in 3.5. 
Lemma 3.7 The  connected components of X are closed i n  X .  A n y  two connected components are 
disjoint. The  disjoint union of all connected components of X fill out the entire space. 
Definition 3.8 Given a topological space (X, O), an arc (or path) is a continuous map y: [a, b] + 
X ,  which maps an interval into X.  The points y (a) and y(b) are called the end points of the arc, 
and the initial point and the terminal point respectively. We say that y is an arc joining its end 
points. An arc is a closed arc iff ?(a) = y(b), i.e. the endpoints coincide. The set y([a, b]) is the 
trace of the arc y. 
Typically, the interval [O,1]  is taken. This may also be assumed for the rest of this discussion. 
We can form a new arc from two given arcs as follows: 
Definition 3.9 Given two arcs y: [O, :1.] + X and 6: [O, I.] -+ X such that $1) = 6(0), we can form 
their composition (or  product) 76, defined such that 
ya(t) = {y(2t) 
if 0 5 t 5 112; 
S(2t - 1) if 112 5 t 5 1. 
The inverse y-' of the arc y is the arc defined such that y-' (t) = y (1 - t ) ,  for all t E [0, I]. 
It is trivially verified that definition 3.9 yields continuous arcs. 
Definition 3.10 A topological space X is arcwise connected or path-connected iff any two points 
xl,x2 E X ,  can be joined by an arc. i.e. there exists a y: [O,1]  -+ X such that y(0) = XI and 
y(1) = 22. A topological space X is locally arcwise connected iff every neighborhood of every point 
in X contains an an arcwise connected neighborhood of the point. 
Theorem 3.11 If a topological space X is  arcwise connected, then it i s  connected. If a topological 
space X is  connected and locally arcwise connected, then it is  arcwise connected. 
Proof.  First, assume that X is arcwise connected. Pick any point a E X ,  since X is arcwise 
connected, for all the points in X ,  there is an arc from a to the point, including a ,  where the arc 
is the identity. Thus X is a union of connected subsets all containing a. By lemma 3.3, X is 
connected. 
Now assume that X is connected and locally arcwise connected. For any point a E X ,  let Fa 
be the set of all points b such that there is an arc yb: [O,1]  + X from a to b. Clearly, Fa contains 
a.  We show that Fa is both open and closed. For any b E Fa, since X is locally arcwise connected, 
there is an arcwise connected neighborhood N containing b (because X is a neighborhood of b). 
Thus, b can be joined to every point c E N by an arc, and since by the definition of Fa, there is 
an arc from a to b, the composition of these two arcs yields an arc from a to c,  which shows that 
c E Fa. But then N & Fa, and thus Fa is open. Now take any b that is in the complement of 
Fa. As in the previous case, there is some arcwise connected neighborhood N containing b. Thus, 
every point c E N can be joined to b by an arc. If there was an arc joining a to c, we would get an 
arc from a to b, contradicting the fact that b is in the complement of Fa. Thus, every point c E N 
is in the complement of Fa, which shows that N is contained in the complement of Fa, and thus, 
the complement of Fa is open. Consequently, we have shown that Fa is both open and closed, and 
since it is nonempty, we must have X = Fa, which shows that X is arcwise connected. 
If X is locally arcwise connected, the above argument shows that the connected components of 
X are arcwise connected. 
4 Compactness 
In this section, we will need to assume that the topological spaces are Hausdorff spaces. Many of 
the results are false otherwise. 
Definition 4.1 Given a topological space X ,  a cover of X is a family of subsets whose union is 
X .  Such a cover is said to be an open over if the subsets are open. For any subset A of X ,  an 
open cover (Ui) of A is a family of open subsets of X such that A C U Ui. An open subcover of 
an open cover is any subfamily of the open subsets in the cover which is still an open cover of the 
same space. A topological space X is compact if every open cover of X has a finite subcover. This 
is often referred to as the Heine-Borel-Lebesgue property. Given any subset W of X, we say that 
W is compact iff it is compact with respect to the subspace topology. We say that W is relatively 
compact iff its closure W is compact. 
Remark: Definition 4.1 requires that a compact space be Hausdorff. There are books in which a 
compact space is not necessarily Hausdorff. Such spaces are called quasi-compact by many authors. 
Definition 4.2 a family F of sets has the finite intersection property iff the intersection of any 
finite subfamily is nonempty. 
Another equivalent and useful definition of compactness can be given in terms of families having 
the finite intersection property. 
Lemma 4.3 A topological space X is compact iff for every family (Fi) of closed sets that has the 
finite intersection property, n Fi # 0. 
Proof.  The above is a direct translation from the definition of compactness we gave. The family 
of closed sets here are just the complements of our open cover, and the nonempty intersection 
guarantees the existence of a subcover. 
The following lemmas state some very basic yet important properties of the compact sets, and 
they only hold for Hausdorff spaces. 
Lemma 4.4 Every compact subset i n  a topological Hausdorff space X is closed. 
Proof.  Let A be a compact subset in X .  Since X is Hausdorff, for every a E A and every 
b E X - A, there are some open sets Ua and Vb such that a E Ua, b E Vj, and U, fl Vb = 0. Now, 
the family U((Ua) n A) forms an open cover of A. The compactness of A implies that there is a 
finite open subcover U of sets U,,, U,,, ..., Ua, in A, where A C lJ?=l Uai = U. U is then disjoint 
from the open set V = ny=2=1 Vbi containing b. This shows that every point b in the complement of 
A belongs to some open set in this complement, and thus that X - A is open, i.e., that A is closed. 
Lemma 4.5 Every closed set i n  a compact topological space X is compact. 
Proof.  Let A c X be closed, then X - A is open. Pick any open cover U of A and add X - A 
to U, we have an open cover of X .  The compactness of X implies that a subcover of A can can be 
extracted from the subcover of X .  
Lemma 4.6 Given a continuous m a p  f :  X + Y between topological spaces X and Y, if A X i s  
compact, then  f (A) i s  compact in Y. 
Proof .  Let (Ui) be an open cover of f (A). Then since f is continuous, (f (Ui)) is an open 
cover of A. Since A is compact, there is a finite open subcover (fP1(Uj)) of A, and thus, (Uj) is 
an open subcover of f (A). 
Lemma 4.7 Given a continuous and bijective m a p  f :  X -+ Y between topological spaces X and Y, 
if X i s  compact, and Y i s  Hausdorfl, then f i s  a homeomorphism. 
Proof. It is enough to show that f -' is continuous, which is equivalent to showing that f maps 
closed sets to closed sets. However, pick a closed set A C X, by lemma 4.5 A is compact, by lemma 
4.6 f (A) is compact, and by lemma 4.4 f ( A )  is closed in Y. 
5 The Quotient Topology 
The quotient space topology, otherwise known as the identification space topology is a process of 
forming new topological spaces by identifying points in given topological spaces. Intuitively, one 
can think of such a process as "gluing" or "sewing" the identified points together, and thus resulting 
in new topological spaces being generated. For example, surfaces can be viewed as spaces obtained 
by gluing edges of planar polygons. For more details, consult Bredon [2], Massey [5, 61. 
Definition 5.1 Given a topological space X, a set Y, and a surjection f :  X + Y, the quotient 
topology o n  Y induced by f (also called the identification topology o n  Y induced by f ) ,  is defined as 
follows: a set V E Y is open iff fP1(v) is open in X .  Map f is often called an identification m a p .  
In particular, given an equivalence relation R on a topological space X ,  let R: X -+ X / R  denote 
the canonical map sending a point in X to its equivalence class in X/R, then the space X/R along 
with the quotient topology induced by .ir is called the quotient space of X with respect t o  R. 
It is immediately verified that topologies thus defined in definition 5.1 satisfies axioms of a 
topology, and that f :  X + Y and T: X -+ X/R are continuous when Y and X/R  are given these 
quotient topologies. Also note the following two properties of the quotient topology: 
(1) The quotient topology is the largest (strongest) topology on Y such that f :  X -+ Y is 
continuous. 
(2) A subset A in Y is closed in the quotient topology iff fP1(A) is closed in X 
Definition 5.2 Given a topological space (Y, Oy),  and map f :  X -+ Y from a set X to Y, then 
the topology induced by f is the topology defined by the family Ox of subsets { f - l (v) Iv  E Oy) 
in X. 
It's easily verified that f : (X, O x )  -+ (Y, Oy ) is continuous. Moreover, if (X, 0;) is any other 
topology on X and f :  (X, O k )  + (Y, Oy) is also continuous, then Ox c Oh.  In other words, the 
topology induced by f is the smallest (weakest) topology on X such that f :  X + Y is continuous. 
Definition 5.3 A continuous map f :  X -+ Y is open iff f (U) is open in Y for any open U E X, 
and similarly, f :  X -+ Y is closed iff f (U) is closed in Y for any closed U E X. 
Then, Y has the quotient topology induced by the continuous surjective map f if either f is open 
or f is closed. We would naturally hope for compactness, connectedness, arcwise connectedness, 
and the Hausdorff separation property, to be preserved in the quotient space as well. Unfortunately, 
it is quite definitely not true that a quotient space of a Hausdorff space is Hausdorff. Although all 
the other properties, including arcwise connectedness, are indeed preserved. 
Lemma 5.4 Let topological space Y have the quotient topology induced by f :  X -+ Y. If X i s  
either compact, connected, or arcwise connected, so is Y respectively. 
The proof of lemma 5.4 follows immediately from the fact that map f is continuous, connect- 
edness and arcwise connectedness by lemma 3.2, and compactness by lemma 4.6. 
Definition 5.5 Given topological spaces X1 and X2. Pick Ul E X1 and U2 E X2. If there is a 
homeomorphism 9 :  Ul + U2 with Ul and U2 open, then the topological s u m  of the spaces X1 and 
X2 is the quotient space X of the disjoint union X1 + X2 induced by the equivalence relationship 
a N cp(a) for a E Ul. If Ul and U2 are closed discs, let Xi  and X i  denote X1 - U1 + aUl and 
Xz - U2 + aU2 respectively, that is, the complement of the interior of the Ui, and cp: aU1 + aU2 
denote the homeomorphism between the boundaries of Ul and U2. Then the connected s u m  of the 
spaces X1 and X2 is the quotient space X of the disjoint union X i  + Xh induced by the equivalence 
relationship a - ~ ( a )  for a E dUl. 
It is easily verified that the maps between XI,  X and X2, X ,  01: X1 + X and 82: X2 + X 
respectively, are homeomorphisms, with 01 (Ul) = 02(U2) or el (dU1) = 82 (ClUz), in the case of the 
connected sum. One can think of the construction of X as the process of "cutting holes" out of the 
spaces, i.e. the open sets or closed discs, and then "gluing" the spaces together. The topological 
sum keeps the contents of the open sets, but glues them back as one set, i.e. the equivalence 
relationship identifies pairs (ul ,  cp(ul)) for ul E Ul together with every point in X1 U X2 paired 
with itself, while the connected sum cuts out the interiors of both discs, and glues them back along 
their boundaries, i.e. the equivalence relationship identifies pairs (ul ,  cp(ul)) for u l  E aUl together 
with every point in X i  U X i  paired with itself. 
Figure 1: Gluing two spaces together 
Definition 5.5 generalizes to a family of topological spaces Xi and a family of corresponding 
homeomorphisms cpi. All of the spaces in the family form a topological sum in much of the same 
way, with each of the space Xi mapped homeomorphically onto its image in the resulting quotient 
space and each such image cpi(Xi) is an open subset in X .  
6 Definition of a Surface 
A surface is probably the most commonly encountered topological space in real life. The topological 
concept of a surface is precisely the mathematical abstraction of objects made out of thin material 
as metal sheet, paper, etc. Intuitively, what distinguishes a surface from an arbitrary topological 
space, is that 011 a surface, if one were to restrict oneself to a small enough neighborhood, one 
would observe all the familiar properties of planar Euclidean geometry, and one would not be able 
to distinguish the surface from a plane. In other words, a surface is a Hausdorff space in which each 
point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the plane. Given such an open set U on the surface S, 
there is an open set R of the plane R', and a homeomorphism cp: U + R. The pair (U, cp) is usually 
called a coordinate system, or chart, of S, and cp-l: R -+ U is called a parameterization of U .  We 
can think of the maps cp: U + R as defining small planar maps of small regions on S ,  similar to 
geographical maps. 
Definition 6.1 For any n 2 1, a (topological) n-manifold is a Hausdorff space N ,  together with 
an open cover (Ui)iEI and a family (pi)iEr of homeomorphisms pi: Ui -+ Ri, such that each point in 
N is homeomorphic to the open n-dimensional disc (i.e. each fli is some open subset of Rn). Each 
pair (Ui, pi) is called a coordinate system, or chart (or local chart) of N ,  each homeomorphism 
pi: Ui + Ri is called a coordinate map, and its inverse p i1 :  fli + Ui is called a parameterization of 
Ui. For any point p f N ,  for any coordinate system (U, p) with p: U -+ 0, if p E U, we say that 
(0, cp-l) is a parameterization of N at p. The family (Ui, cpi)iEl is often called an atlas for N .  
A topological surface is a 2-manifold. Natural extension of a surface to higher dimensions would 
be an n-manifold, which is a topological space with the same local properties as the Euclidean n- 
space. 
An n-manifold is not necessarily connected or compact, but since an n-manifold N has each 
point homeomorphic to open sets of Rn, an n-manifold is locally arcwise connected and locally 
compact. The connected components of an n-manifold are arcwise connected, and in particular, a 
surface is arcwise connected. From here on, all surfaces are assumed connected, unless otherwise 
stated. 
7 Orientability of a Surface 
In this section we will try to explain the notion of an orientation of a surface without going 
into too much mathematical details. Fortunately, the idea of an orientation is quite intuitive on 
a surface. We say a surface is oriented or orientable if one can coherently define a notion of 
counterclockwiseness in the neighborhood of any point. On a connected surface, this means that 
if one starts at  a point, and follows any path that leads one back to the starting point, one's 
orientation remains the same. Such a closed path is called an orientation-preserving path. For any 
connected surface, each coordinate system (see definition 6.1) belongs to exactly one of the two 
equivalent classes of orientations, either the left-handed coordinate system, or the right-handed. 
An orientation is then the choice of one or a family of coordinate systems (sometimes called an 
atlas) in one class. 
Orientation is defined in higher dimensions much of the same way, but when it comes to an 
n-manifold, there is no geometric interpretation, and to define an orientation rigorously, we would 
need to first establish the notion of a degree of a map, or the meaning of the sign of the Jacobian 
determinant of a map. For details on orientability, see Fulton [3] and Bredon [2]. 
Now we proceed to give some examples of orientable and non-orientable surfaces. All surfaces 
are connected and compact. 
The simplest example of an orientable surface is of course the 2-sphere, but another important 
representative is the torus. A torus can be realized in several ways: 
(1) A surface of revolution obtained by rotating a circle in the plane. 
(2) A Cartesian product of two circles S1 x S1. 
(3) A quotient space obtained by identifying the opposite sides of a square. 
Figure 2: Construction of a torus 
There are several well-known examples of non-orientable surfaces, perhaps the most famous of 
them is our next example, the Mobius strip. One constructs such a surface by taking a long band 
of paper, giving it a half-twist and then gluing the ends together. This is in fact the quotient space 
obtained by identifying one pair of the opposite sides of a square in opposite direction: 
Figure 3: Construction of a Mobius strip 
Our next non-orientable surface is the real projective plane R P ~ .  The projective plane is 
realized as the sphere S2 with every pair of antipodal points identified. The resulting quotient 
space is sometimes called the cross-cap. This space necessarily self-intersects, and is not easy to 
visualize. A very nice description of the cross-cap and its construction can be found in Hilbert 
and Cohn-Vossen [4]. Another way of realizing Rp2 is to take the upper hemisphere H of s2 and 
identify the diametrically opposite points on the equator. This is equivalent to the first method, 
because for each pair of the antipodal points to be identified, at least one point is in H. If the other 
also lies in H, then the pair must lie on the equator. Now notice that H is clearly homeomorphic 
to a closed unit disc D~ given by: 
therefore it can be freely substituted by a square, or a 2-gon. Thus the real projective plane is 
realized as the quotient space obtained by identifying the opposite sides of a square, or the edges 
of a Zgon as follows: 
Figure 4: (a) Construction of a projective plane from a square (b) Construction of a projective 
plane from a Zgon 
The Klein bottle is another non-orientable surface, defined as the quotient space obtained by 
identifying the opposite sides of a square as follows: 
Figure 5: Construction of a Klein bottle 
Notice that the construction of a Klein bottle from a square is very close to that of a Mobius 
strip, except that the Klein bottle has an extra pair of sides identified. Indeed, Massey [5] showed 
that a Klein bottle can be constructed by gluing together two Mobius strip as follows: 
Figure 6: The Klein bottle is a connected sum of two Mobius strips 
The above operation is called a connected sum (see definition 5.5) . Another observation is 
that a Mobius strip is homeomorphic to the real projective plane with a disc cut out of it. Take 
the construction of the real projective plane by identifying the diametrically opposite points on the 
unit disc D ~ ,  and define the disc to be cut out as: 
Thus, the disc takes away one pair of the sides to be identified in the projective plane, and resulting 
in the Mobius strip. The Klein bottle is homeomorphic to the connected sum of two Mobius strips 
as show in figure 6, and thus, the connected sum of two projective planes. As we have seen, all 
the examples we listed so far can be constructed from a square, and thus there seem to be a lot 
of similarities among the compact connected surfaces, and in fact, there are. This leads to our 
statement of the classification theorem. 
8 Statement of the Classification Theorem for Compact surfaces 
In this section, we take the same approach that Massey used in his book [5], that is, to state the 
theorem first, explain what it means, and then endeavor to prove it. We feel that since the proof 
is quite involved and requires a rigorous definition of simplex, complex and triangulation first, and 
then cell complex, normal forms and fgeometric realizations of the cell complexes, it might be a bit 
trying for the readers' patience to have to sit through all that to finally come to the remarkable 
theorem, especially since we have done so many sections of building up already. 
Theorem 8.1 Every orientable surface is homeomorphic to either a sphere or to a connected sum 
of tori. Every non-orientable surface is  either homeomorphic to a projective plane or a connected 
sum of projective planes. 
As preparation for the proof which will be presented in Section 10, we shall take a look at 
these connected sums stated in the theorem, and characterize them intuitively in what is called the 
normal forms, which will be revisited and presented in connection with cell complexes when the 
proof is given. 
First let us look at the connected sum of tori. Recall our construction of a torus from a square 
(see figure 2), using this representation of a torus, and perform the connected sum as described in 
definition 5.5, we cut and paste as follows: 
Figure 7: The connected sum of two tori 
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The shaded triangles represent the holes we cut out, after pasting the edge c together, we get a 
octagon which is the connected sum of the two tori. Notice that now all 8 vertices are to be identified 
as one. It's clear that we can repeat this process and obtain the connected sum of three tori in much 
of the same way, resulting in a 12-gon, in which all vertices are identified as one, and the edges 
are identified in pairs and listed counterclockwise as follows: albla~1b~1a2b2a~1b~1a3b3a;1b;1. 
a Furthermore, it is also clear that an induction can be easily applied on the number of tori, and 
thus proving that the connected sum of n tori is a 4n-gon, in which all vertices are identified as 
one, and the edges identified in pairs and listed as follows: albla11b11a2b2ag1b~1 . . . a n n n  b a-lb-' n m  
Note that we did have choose where to cut the holes out strategically in order to obtain the 
sequence above as the way it appears. However, definition of the connected sum allows one to the 
cut the holes out anywhere one chooses. We shall see later that no matter where one pastes the 
tori together, the resulting sequence is equivalent to the one above. 
Now we turn to projective planes. We obtain the connected sum from the 2-gon we used in 
Section 7 (see figure 4), after the same cutting and pasting as above, we obtain a square with edges 
identified in pairs as follows: 
Figure 8: The connected sum of two projective planes 
Applying the same reasoning, the connected sum of 3 projective planes is then a hexagon with 
edges listed counterclockwise as: alala2a2a3a3, and the connected sum of n projective planes is an 
n-gon with edges listed as alala2a:! . - . anan. 
The only other topological space mentioned in the theorem is the sphere, which is easily seen 
as the quotient space of a 2-gon with the edges identified as aa-l. One can think of this as cutting 
the surface of the sphere up and flattening it out along the cut. 
9 Simplices, Complexes and Triangulation 
Now we turn to triangulation, which is a very useful tool in studies of topology. Arbitrary spaces 
are not generally triangulatable, however, it can be shown that any compact space can be expressed 
as a limit of triangulatable spaces in a reasonable sense, thus, triangulatable spaces are dense in 
the family of compact spaces. Further more, any compact surface is triangulatable. According to 
Massey [5] the proof was first given by Rad6 in 1925. Thus, triangulation provides a very good 
understanding of the topology of surfaces. To define triangulation precisely, we need the notions of 
simplices and simplicia1 complexes first. This is done in standard affine geometry. 
Definition 9.1 Let I be any normed affine space with the standard basis eo, . . . , en in I. The 
n-simplex (or simplex) An is defined by: 
The family of coefficients Xi are called the barycentric coordinates. The dimension of an n-simplex 
An is n. 
The n-simplex is quite simply just the convex hull of the points eo, . . . , en, that is, the set of all 
convex combinations Xoeo + . . + Anen, where Xo + + An = 1, and Xi 2 0, Vi, 0 5 i 5 n. 
Definition 9.2 Given an n-simplex An, the points eo, . . . ,en are called the vertices of An. A 
k-simplex generated by any k-subset of the vertices {eo, . . . , en) is called a k-face or simply face of 
An. A face k of An is a proper face iff k # An (8 is a face of any simplex). Every face which is an 
(n - 1)-simplex is called a boundary face. The union of the boundary faces is the boundary of An, 
0 
denoted as aAn,  and the complement of aAn in An is the interior An of An. 
Figure 9: Examples of simplices 
Clearly, a point x belongs to the boundary of An iff at  least one of its barycentric coordinates 
(Ao,. . . , A n )  is zero, and a point x belongs to the interior of An iff all of its barycentric coordinates 
are positive. 
A simplex A is convex, connected, compact, and closed. The interior of a complex is convex, 
connected, open, and A is the closure of Int A. A simplex An is the smallest convex set in R~~~ 
containing all its vertices, thus, it is said to span its vertices. 
We now need to put simplices together to form more complex shapes. Ahlfors and Sario [I], 
define abstract complexes and their geometric realizations rather formally. The idea is to construct 
this abstract simplicial complex K by taking a family of faces of a simplex A (called the (abstract) 
simplices) satisfying the condition that every face of a simplex is also a simplex. From a vector 
space with the vertices of A as basis vectors, then the geometric realization of the abstract complex 
K is the union of the simplices spanned by the abstract simplices. Fulton [3] points out that in 
practice this is often done by going to a smaller vector space, provided that the vertices in any one 
simplex are affinely independent, and two simplices only intersect among common faces, if they do 
intersect. An alternative definition called a geometric simplicial complex was given by Bredon [2], 
which seems a bit more intuitive, and we will present it here: 
Definition 9.3 A (geometric) simplicial complex (for short complex) K is a finite family of sim- 
plices of different dimensions satisfying the following conditions: 
( A l )  Given a simplex A E K ,  any face of A is also in K. 
( A 2 )  Given two simplices, Al and A2, either Al and A2 are disjoint, or Al n A2 is a face. 
The highest dimension of the simplices in K is the dimension of K .  A O-simplex in K is a 
vertex of K.  
Example: Sato [7] showed a simplex A (in fact a tetrahedron) whose boundary is a simplicial 
complex. Given 4 points in R3 as follows: 
From these 4 points, there are C$ = 4 2-simplices: 
C$ = 6 l-simplices: 
and Ct = 4 O-simplices: 
Figure 10: Example of a simplicial complex 
It's clear that the 2-simplices are the faces, the 1-simplices the edges, and the 0-simplices the 
vertices, and the union of all 14 simplices is a set K which satisfies the conditions given in definition 
9.3, and therefore is a simplicial complex. It is also the boundary of the 3-simplex A. 
Definition 9.4 Given a simplicial complex K ,  its geometric realization (also called the polyhedron 
of K )  is the subspace IKI, IKI = UnEK IAl. 
We define a topology on I KI by defining a subset U of (KI to be closed iff U n (A1 is closed 
in IAl for all A E K .  It is immediately verified that the axioms of a topological space are indeed 
verified. IKI has the subspace topology as a subset of Rn. We also note that for any two simplices 
Al ,A2 of K, we have 
I(A1 nA2)l = l(Al>l n l(A2)l. 
We now return to surfaces and define the notion of triangulation. The name "triangulation" 
is a bit misleading in the way that it implies "triangles", which we automatically assume are 2- 
dimensional. We have already seen that a triangle is a 2-simplex, therefore triangulation of higher- 
dimension spaces cuts the spaces up into higher dimension triangles, i.e. n-simplices. Triangulation 
can be thought as a method of cutting a topological space into a finite number of warped simplices, 
which are homeomorphic to n-simplices, and since the space is a finite collection of such simplices, 
thus identifying the space as a simplicial complex with homeomorphisms. Applying to compact 
surfaces, this means that we divide the surface into a finite number of faces, each of which is 
homeomorphic to a planar triangle. 
Definition 9.5 Given a topological space X, if X is triangulatable, identify X with a simplicia1 
complex K homeomorphic to X ,  given by the homeomorphism h: IKI + X ,  then h is called a 
triangulation of X. Given a surface M, a triangulation of M is a homeomorphism h: K + 2M from 
a 2-dimensional simplicial complex K into the set of subsets of the surface M,  assigning a closed 
subset h(s )  of M to every simplex s  E K, and satisfying the following conditions: 
(C2) For every s E K ,  there is a homeomorphism cp, from the geometric realization Is1 of s to 
h(s), such that p,((slJ) = h(sf),  for every s' C s. 
(C3) UsEK h(s) = M, that is, the sets h(s)  cover M. 
(C4) For every point x E M, there is some neighborhood of x which meets only finitely many 
of the h(s). 
Condition C2 basically guarantees that every 2-simplex (triangle) in K is homeomorphic to a 
closed subset in M, and also every face of every 2-simplex, that is, every edge, is homeomorphic to 
a closed interval, and every vertex is homeomorphic to a point. 
Figure 11: Mapping an edge onto an interval 
The following diagram shows a triangulation of the sphere. 
Figure 12: A triangulation of the sphere 
The geometric realization of the above triangulation is obtained by pasting together the pairs 
of edges labeled ( a ,  d) , ( b ,  d)  , (c, d) . The geometric realization is a tetrahedron. 
The following diagram shows a triangulation of a surface called a torus. 
a b  c 
Figure 13: A triangulation of the torus 
The geometric realization of the above triangulation is obtained by pasting together the pairs 
of edges labeled ( a ,  d ) ,  ( d l  e ) ,  ( e ,  a ) ,  and the pairs of edges labeled ( a ,  b) ,  (b, c ) ,  (c ,  a) .  
The following diagram shows a triangulation of a surface called the projective plane. 
a  b  c 
Figure 14: A triangulation of the projective plane 
The geometric realization of the above triangulation is obtained by pasting together the pairs 
of edges labeled (a ,  f ) ,  ( f ,  e ) ,  ( e l  d ) ,  and the pairs of edges labeled ( a ,  b) ,  (b, c) ,  (c ,  d )  . This time, 
the gluing requires a "twist", since the the paired edges have opposite orientation. Visualizing 
this surface in is actually nontrivial. An alternative triangulation takes on the notion that 
the real projective plane is a quotient space of identifying antipodal points on the boundary of a 
2-dimensional disc, described in Section 7, figure 4. 
Figure 15: A second triangulation of the projective plane 
The following diagram shows a triangulation of a surface called the Klein bottle. 
a b c a 
Figure 16: A triangulation of the Klein bottle 
The geometric realization of the above triangulation is obtained by pasting together the pairs 
of edges labeled (a, d), (dl e), (el a ) ,  and the pairs of edges labeled (a, b), (b ,  c), (c ,  a). Again, some 
of the gluing requires a "twist", since some paired edges have opposite orientation. Visualizing this 
surface in not too difficult, but self-intersection cannot be avoided. 
We are now going to state a lemma characterizing the complexes K  that correspond to tri- 
angulations of surfaces. The following notational conventions will be used: vertices (or nodes, 
i.e., 0-simplices) will be denoted as a, edges (1-simplices) will be denoted as a ,  and triangles (2- 
simplices) will be denoted as A. We will also denote an edge as a = (a lan) ,  and a triangle as 
A = (ala2ag), or as A = (a la2a3) ,  when we are interested in its vertices. For the moment, we do 
not care about the order. 
Lemma 9.6 A 2-complex K  corresponds to  a triangulation h: K  + 2M of a surface M iff the 
following properties hold: 
(Dl) Every edge a i s  contained i n  exactly two triangles A. 
(02)  For every vertex a, the edges a and triangles A containing a can be arranged as a cyclic 
sequence a l ,  Al,  a2, A2,. . . , Am-l, a,, A,, i n  the sense that ai = Ai-1 n Ai for all i ,  2 5 i 5 m, 
and a1 = A, n A1, with m 2 3. 
(03) K  is connected, i n  the sense that i t  cannot be written as the union of two disjoint nonempty 
complexes. 
Proof.  A proof can be found in Ahlfors and Sario [I]. The proof requires the notion of the 
winding number of a closed curve in the plane with respect to a point, and the concept of homotopy. 
A 2-complex K  which satisfies the conditions of lemma 9.6 will be called a triangulated complex, 
and its geometric realization is called a polyhedron. Thus, triangulated complexes are the complexes 
that correspond to triangulated surfaces. 
A fundamental invariant of finite complexes is the Euler-Poincark characteristic. 
Definition 9.7 Given a finite complex K  of dimension m, letting mp be the number of p-simplices 
in K ,  we define the Euler-Poincare' characteristic x ( K )  of K  as 
Note that x ( K )  is a topological invariant of K, as it can be shown that mp are equal to the 
ranks of the homology groups. 
10 The Classification Theorem for Compact Surfaces 
It is remarkable that the compact polyhedra can be characterized up to homeomorphism. We will 
see shortly that compact polyhedra can be characterized in terms of a simple extension a complex, 
called a cell complex by Ahlfors and Sario [I]. It can be shown that every cell complex is equivalent 
to some specific normal form. Furthermore, every cell complex has a geometric realization which 
is a surface, and equivalent cell complexes have homeomorphic geometric realizations. Also, every 
cell complex is equivalent to a triangulated Zcomplex. Finally we will also see that distinct cell 
complexes are topologically different, thus showing that compact polyhedra are homeomorphic iff 
they are equivalent to the same cell complex. 
The classification theorem for compact surfaces is presented (in slightly different ways) by 
Massey [5 ] ,  where the descriptions are very intuitive, but a bit informal, by Fulton [3], where only 
orientable compact surfaces are presented and by Ahlfors and Sario [I], where it is quite formal, 
and not so easy to follow. We try to strike middle ground in the degree of formality. 
The intuition for the proof is that since compact surfaces are triangulatable, we first put a 
triangulation on the surface. Then we "open up" the compact surface, and "flatten" it out, with 
the help of homeomorphisms, so that we get a planar polygon with certain edges identified, i.e. a 
cell complex. Then we simplify the polygon according to rules that allow the deletion of extraneous 
vertices and edges, in the end, we are left with polygons that can not be further simplified, and 
thus, our classes for compact surfaces. 
The first step is to define cell complexes. The intuitive idea is to generalize a little bit the 
notion of a complex, and consider objects made of oriented faces, each face having some boundary. 
A boundary is a cyclically ordered list of oriented edges. First we need to introduce the notion of 
formal inverses. 
Definition 10.1 An inverse of a set U is defined as U-l = {up' 1 u E U), such that (u-')-' = u, 
vu E U. 
Definition 10.2 A cell complex K consists of a triple K = (F, E, B) ,  where F is a finite nonempty 
set of faces, E is a finite set of edges, and B: ( F  U F-l) + ( E  U E-')* is the boundary function, 
which assigns to each oriented face A E F U F-l a cyclically ordered sequence a1 . . . a, of oriented 
edges in E U E-', the boundary of A, in such a way that B(A-l) = a;'. . . a l l  (the reversal of 
the sequence a l l . .  .a;'). By a cyclically ordered sequence, we mean that we do not distinguish 
between the sequence a1 . . .a, and any sequence obtained from it by a cyclic permutation. In 
particular, the successor of a,  is a l .  Furthermore, the following conditions must hold: 
(1) Every oriented edge a E E U E-l occurs either once or twice as an element of a boundary. 
In particular, this means that if a occurs twice in some boundary, then it does not occur in any 
other boundary. 
(2) K is connected. This means that K is not the union of two disjoint systems satisfying the 
conditions. 
It is possible that F = { A )  and E = 0, in which case B(A) = B(A-l) = E ,  the empty sequence. 
For short, we will often say face and edge, rather than oriented face or oriented edge. It should 
be clear from the definition that there are exactly two distinct cyclically ordered sets for each face 
A. All ordered sets that differ from B(A) by an even number of permutations are equal, and those 
obtained by an odd number of permutations are then the reverse cycle B(A-'), and thus unequal. 
Boundary of A: a 
Boundary of : i1 
Boundary of A: abc, bca, cab 
Boundary of A-' : cba, acb, bac 
Figure 17: Boundaries of a face 
Definition 10.3 Given a cell complex K = (F, E, B), for any edge a E E U E-l, a successor of a 
is an edge b such that b appears immediately after a in some boundary B(A). If a occurs in two 
places in the set of boundaries, it has a a pair of successors (possibly identical), and otherwise it 
has a single successor. A cyclically ordered sequence a = (a l , .  . . ,a,) is called an inner vertex iff 
every ai has and a z l  as pair of successors (note that a1 has a;' and a;' as pair of successors, 
and a, has a;!l and a;' as pair of successors). A border vertex is a cyclically ordered sequence 
a = (a l , .  . . ,a,) such that the above condition holds for all i ,  2 5 i 5 n - 1, while a1 has a;' as 
only successor, and a, has a;:l as only successor. An edge a E E U E-l is a border edge iff it 
occurs once in a single boundary, and otherwise an inner edge. 
The notion of a vertex defined in terms of faces and boundaries is admittedly not the most 
natural way to define a vertex, but we are left with no better choices. The intuition is that a 
vertex is adjacent to pairs of incoming and outgoing edges. Using inverses of edges, we can define a 
vertex as the sequence of incoming edges into that vertex. We divide vertices into inner and border 
vertices. Border vertices are essentially those that are on the border of the cell complex (we refrain 
from using the word "boundary" since a cell complex is purely abstract, and is mostly represented 
by a flat polygon). When the vertex is an inner vertex, the incoming edges form a cyclic sequence, 
and when the vertex is a border vertex, such a sequence has two end edges with only one successor. 
This comes from the fact that when a vertex is on the border, it must have at least two incoming 
edges that are adjacent to only one face, and thus have only one successor. 
Given any edge a E E U E-', we can determine a unique vertex a from a : find neighbors of 
a in the vertex a by taking inverses of its successor(s). Repeat this step in both directions until 
either the cycle closes, or we hit edges with only one successor. The vertex a in question is the 
list of the incoming edges into it. For this reason, we say that a leads to a ,  and a! is a's terminal 
vertex. Note that when a vertex a = (a) contains a single edge a ,  there must be an occurrence of 
the form aa-' in some boundary. Also, note that if (a, a-I) is a vertex, then it is an inner vertex, 
and if (a, b - ' )  is a vertex with a # b, then it is a border vertex. 
The following figure shows a cell complex with border. The cell complex has three faces with 
boundaries abc, bed-', and adf -'. It has one inner vertex b-lad-' and three border vertices edf, 
c-I bep1, and ca-l f -'. 
Figure 18: (a) A cell complex (b) folding along edges a and b (c) A tetrahedron 
If we fold the above cell complex by identifying the two edges labeled d, we get a tetrahedron 
with one face omitted, the face opposite the inner vertex b-lad-', the endpoint of edge a. 
In fact, we have already seen quite a few cell complexes. In Section 7, all the squares we used to 
construct the quotient spaces from are cell complexes, and each of them is equivalent to a specific 
surface. Thus it is natural to view a triangulated 2-complex as a cell complex, and on the other 
hand, the following conditions allow us to view a cell complex as a triangulated 2-complex. 
(Cl) If a ,  b are distinct edges leading to the same vertex, then a-' and b-I lead to distinct 
vertices. 
(C2) The boundary of every face is a triple abc. 
(C3) Different faces have different boundaries. 
It is easy to see that (Cl)  guarantees that a and a-' cannot lead to the same vertex, and (C2) 
guarantees that edges a ,  b, c are distinct in a face. 
Definition 10.4 Given any two cells complexes K and K', we say that K' i s  a n  elementary 
subdivision of K iff K' is obtained from K by one of the following two operations: 
(PI )  Any two edges a and a-' in K are replaced by bc and c-lb-' in all boundaries, where b, c 
are distinct edges of K t  not in K. 
(P2) Any face A in K with boundary a* . . . apap+l . . .a, is replaced by two faces A' and A" in 
K', with boundaries a1 . . . apd and d-lap+l . . . a,, where d is an edge in K' not in K .  Of course, 
the corresponding replacement is applied to A-l .  
We say that a cell complex K' is a refinement of a cell complex K iff K and K t  are related in 
the reflexive and transitive closure of the elementary subdivision relation, and we say that K and 
K t  are equivalent iff they are related in the least equivalence relation containing the elementary 
subdivision relation. 
A topological space IKJ can be associated with a cell complex K .  It is basically the quotient 
space obtained by identifying all the edges with the same name in the cell complex. All cell 
complexes equivalent to K are homeomorphic to JKI and JKI is a surface. 
When K has a single face A with the null boundary, by (P2), K is equivalent to the cell complex 
with two faces A', A", where A' has boundary d, and A" has boundary d-l. In this case, IKI must 
be homeomorphic to a sphere. 
In order to show that the space JKI associated with a cell complex is a surface, we prove that 
every cell complex can be refined to a triangulated 2-complex. 
Lemma 10.5 Every cell complex K can be refined to a triangulated 2-complex. 
Proof. Details are given in Ahlfors and Sario [I.], and we only sketch the main steps. The 
idea is to subdivide the cell complex by adding new edges and vertices, but since vertices are not 
primitive objects, this must be done via the refinement operations (PI )  and (P2). The first step is 
to split every edge a into two edges b and c where b # c, using (P l ) ,  and introduce new vertices 
along the way. Then use (P2) to split the boundaries of all faces repeatedly. At the end of this 
step, it is easy to verify that (C2) and (C3) are satisfied, but (Cl)  may not. Finally, we split each 
new triangular boundary alazas into four subtriangles, by joining the middle points of its three 
edges. The resulting cell complex also satisfies (Cl) ,  and in fact, what we have done is to provide 
a triangulation. 
Definition 10.6 Given a cell complex K = (F, E,  B), an orientation of K is the choice of one of 
the two oriented faces A, A-I for every face A E F .  An orientation is coherent iff for every edge a ,  
if a occurs twice in the boundaries, then a occurs in the boundary of a face A1 and in the boundary 
of a face A;', where A1 # A2. A cell complex K is orientable iff is has some coherent orientation. 
A contour of a cell complex is a cyclically ordered sequence (al ,  . . . , a,) of edges such that ai and 
a& lead to the same vertex, and the ai belong to a single boundary. 
It is easily seen that equivalence of cell complexes preserves orientability. In counting contours, 
1 we do not distinguish between ( a l , . .  . ,a,) and (a; , . . . , a l l ) .  I t  is easily verified that (PI )  and 
(P2) do not change the number of contours. 
Given a cell complex K = (F, E, B),  the number of vertices is denoted as IVI, the number of 
edges is the number of elements in E, and the number of faces is the number of elements in F. The 
Euler-Poincark characteristic of K is then IVI - I E 1 + IF\. It is easily seen that (PI )  increments I El 
and IVI both by 1, and leaves IF I unchanged. While (P2) increases I El and ( F  1 by 1 and leaves IVI 
unchanged. Thus, both operations preserve the Euler-Poincarb characteristic. However, we need 
a small adjustment in the case where K has a single face A with the null boundary. In this case, 
we agree that K has the "null vertex " E ,  because otherwise performing (P2) will add a vertex and 
thus change the Euler-Poincar6 constant. We now define the normal forms of cell complexes. As 
we shall see, these normal forms have a single face and single inner vertex. 
Definition 10.7 A cell complex in normal form, or canonical cell complex, is a cell complex that 
contains only one pair of faces A and A-l, and the boundary of A is either: 
(I) B(A) = a1bla;'b;l. . . apbpa;lb;lclhlc;l . - .  c,~,c;~, where p 2 0, q > 0, or 
(11) B(A) = a l a l .  . . apapclh lc~l  . . c,~,c;~, where p 2 1, q 2 0. 
Observe that the canonical complexes are inequivalent. Canonical complexes of type (I) are 
orientable, whereas canonical complexes of type (11) are not. The sequences cihicil yield q border 
vertices (hi, ci, h i 7  ), and thus q contours (hi), and in case (I), the single inner vertex 
and in case (11), the single inner vertex 
Thus, in case (I), there are q + 1 vertices, 2p + 29 edges, and one face, and the Euler-PoincarB 
characteristic is 
x (K)  = q + 1 - (2p + 29) + 1 = 2 - 2p - q, 
and in case (11), there are q + 1 vertices, p + 29 edges, and one face, and the Euler-Poincark 
characteristic is 
~ ( K ) = q + l - ( p + 2 ~ ) + 1 = 2 - ~ - q ,  
Note that when p = q = 0, we do get x ( K )  = 2, which agrees with the fact that in this case, we 
assumed the existence of a null vertex, and there is one face. This is the case of the sphere, and all 
compact surfaces homeomorphic to a sphere. 
The above shows that distinct canonical complexes K1 and K2 are inequivalent, since otherwise 
I Kl I and (K2 1 would be homeomorphic, which would imply that K1 and K2 have the same number 
of contours, the same kind of orientability, and the same Euler-PoincarB characteristic. 
The canonical cell complexes come as no surprise, since we have already seen some of these nor- 
mal forms before, when we presented the connected sums of tori and projective planes in Section 8. 
-1 -1 We have already seen that a canonical cell complex with the border B(A) = alblal bl represents 
a surface homeomorphic to a torus. 
If we start with a sphere and glue a torus onto the surface of the sphere by removing some 
small disk from both the sphere and the torus and gluing along the boundaries of the holes, it is as 
if we had added a handle to the sphere. For this reason, the string a lb la l lb l l  is called a handle. 
A canonical cell complex with boundary albla;lbT1.. . apbpaplbpl can be viewed as the result of 
attaching p handles to a sphere. We have also seen in Section 8 that this is also the connected sum 
of p tori (see figure 7). 
Similarly a canonical cell complex with the border B(A) = a la l ,  is homeomorphic to the 
projective plane. A string of the form aa is called a cross-cap. Generally, a canonical cell complex 
with boundary a l a l - .  . apap is the connected sum of p projective planes and can be viewed as the 
result of forming p > 1 cross-caps, starting from a circular disk with p - 1 circular holes, and 
performing the cross-cap identifications on all p boundaries, including the original disk itself. 
A string of the form clhlcl l  occurring in a border can be interpreted as a hole with boundary 
hl. For instance, if the boundary of a canonical cell complex is c lh lc l l ,  splitting the face A into 
the two faces A' and A" with boundaries clhlcl ld and d - l ,  we can view the face A' as a disk with 
boundary d in which a small circular disk has been removed. By joining the two boundaries with 
c, we get a path dclhlc;l. The path is a closed loop, and a string of the form clhlc;' is called a 
loop. The following figure illustrates this situation. 
Figure 19: A disk with a hole 
Recall that in Section 7 we discussed the fact that a Mobius strip is homeomorphic to a disc 
with a hole cut out of it, and thus, our cell complex is equivalent to a Mobius strip. It is a cell 
complex of type (11). 
Lemma 10.8 Every cell complex K is equivalent to  some canonical cell complex. 
Proof.  All the steps are given in Ahlfors and Sario [I], and in a slightly different and more 
informal manner in Massey [5] and Fulton [3]. The proof proceeds by steps that simplify the original 
cell complex to the normal form. 
Step 1. Elimination of strings aa-' in boundaries. This is basically the inverse of (P2). 
Figure 20: Elimination of aa-' 
Step 2. Vertex Reduction. 
The purpose of this step is to obtain a cell complex with a single inner vertex, and where border 
vertices correspond to loops. We first perform step 1 repeatedly until all occurrences of the form 
aa-' have been eliminated. If the remaining sequence has no edges left, then it must be of type 
(I), with p = q = 0 and we are done. 
Otherwise, consider an inner vertex a = (bl,. . . , b,). If a is not the only inner vertex, then 
there is another inner vertex p. We assume without loss of generality that bl is the edge that 
connects to a. Also, we must have m 2 2, since otherwise there would be a string b l b l l  in some 
boundary. Thus, locate the string blbyl in some boundary. Suppose it is of the form blb21x1, and 
using (P2), we can split it into bl b2lc and c- lx l  (see figure 21 (a)). Now locate b2 in the boundary, 
suppose it is of the form b2X2. Since b2 differs from bl , b r l  , c, c-l , we can eliminate b2 by applying 
( ~ 2 ) - l :  
This is equivalent to cutting the triangle cblb;l off along edge c, and pasting it back with b2 
identified with by1 (see figure 21 (b)). 
This has the effect of shrinking a .  Indeed, as one can see from figure 21 (c), there is one less 
vertex labeled a, and one more labeled P. 
Figure 21: Reduction to a single inner vertex 
This procedure can be repeated until a = (bl), at which stage bl is eliminated using step 1. 
Thus, it is possible to eliminate all inner vertices except one. In the event that there is no inner 
vertex, we can always create one using (PI)  and (P2) as in the proof of lemma 10.5. Thus, from 
now on, we will assume that there is a single inner vertex. 
We now show that border vertices can be reduced to the form (h, c ,  h-l). The previous argument 
shows that we can assume that there is a single inner vertex a. A border vertex is of the form P = 
(h, bl, . . . , b, k), where h, k are border edges, and the bi are inner edges. Since K is connected, every 
border vertex is connected to a ,  and thus, there is a least one border vertex P = (h, b l ,  . . . , b, k) 
directly connected to a by some edge. Observe that h-l and b l l  lead to the same vertex, and 
similarly, b,' and It-' lead to the same vertex. Thus, if no b i l  leads to a, either h-I or k-I leads 
to a, which would imply that either b l l  or bkl leads to a .  Thus, such an edge from P to a must 
be one of the b;'. Then by the reasoning used in the case of an inner vertex, we can eliminate all 
bj except bi, and the resulting vertex is of the form (h, bi, k). If h # k-l, we can also eliminate bi 
since h-I does not belong to (h, bi, k), and the vertex (h, k) can be eliminated using (PI)-'. 
One can verify that reducing a border vertex to the form (h, c, h-l) does not undo the reductions 
already performed, and thus, at  the end of step 2, we either obtain a cell complex with a null inner 
node and loop vertices, or a single inner vertex and loop vertices. 
Step 3. Introduction of cross-caps. 
We may still have several faces. We claim that for every face A, if there is some face B such 
that B # A, B # A-I, and there is some edge a both in the boundary of A and in the boundary of 
B,  due to the fact that all faces share the same inner vertex, and thus all faces share at least one 
edge. Thus, if there are at  least two faces, from the above claim and using ( ~ 2 ) - ' ,  we can reduce 
the number of faces down to one. It it easy to check that no new vertices are introduced, and loops 
are unaffected. 
Next, if some boundary contains two occurrences of the same edge a ,  i.e., it is of the form aXaY, 
where X, Y denote strings of edges, with X,  Y # E, we show how to make the two occurrences of 
a adjacent. This is the attempt to group the cross-caps together, resulting in a sequence that 
denotes a cell complex of type (11). Symbolically, we show that the following pseudo-rewrite rule is 
admissible: 
aXaY 1. b b y - l ~ ,  or aaXY - b ~ b x - l .  
Indeed, aXaY can be split into aXb and b - l a ~  (see figure 22 (a)-(b)), and since we also can have 
the boundaries arranged as follows: 
aXb + Xba 1 (P2)-I 
(bK1ay)-l + y-la-lb + a-lby-' + ~ b a a - l b y -  + ~ b b y - '  + b b y - l ~  
Figure 22: Grouping the cross-caps 
The above procedure is essentially the same as the one we performed in our vertex reduction 
step. The only differece is that we are now interested in the edge sequence in the boundary, not 
the vertices. The rule shows that by introducing a new edge b and its inverse, we can cut the cell 
complex in two along the new edge, and then paste the two parts back by identifying the the two 
occurences of the same edge a ,  resulting in a new boundary with a crosscap, as shown in figure 22 
(c). Using the formal rule a X a Y  2: b b ~ - l X  again does not alter the previous loops and cross-caps. 
By repeating step 3, we convert boundaries of the form a X a Y  to boundaries with cross-caps. 
Step 4. Introduction of handles. 
The purpose of this step is to convert boundaries of the form a ~ b v a - ~ x b - l ~  to boundaries 
cdc-l d-I Y X V U  containing handles. This is the attempt to group the handles together, resulting 
in a sequence that denotes a cell complex of type (I). Similiarly, we also introduce a pseudo-rewrite 
rule: 
a ~ v a - l x  - bVUb-lX. 
First, we split ~ u v ~ - ~ x  into aUc and c - ' v ~ - ~ x  (see figure 23 (a)-@)): 
aUc + Uca ( ~ 2 ) - l  
c - ~ v ~ - ' X  + U - ~ X C - ~ V  + Ucaa- ' xc - lv  ===+ UCXC-lv + c - ~ V U C X  
Letting b  = c-l, we obtain bVUb-'X. 
Now we apply the rule to a U b ~ a - ~ X b - l Y  three times, and we get 
U v U V  
AA A- 
a  U bV u - ~ x ~ - ' Y  - alb vu a l l x  b-'Y (figure 23 (a) - (d)) 
u v  
A- - a l b l a ~ l ~ ~ ~ b , l ~  = a;' xvu b l l y  albl (figure 23 (d) - (f)) 
21 a ; ' b 1 1 Y x ~ U a 2 b l  = a 2 b l a ; l b , l Y x V ~  (figure 23 (f) - (g)). 
Each time the rewrite rule is applied to the boundary sequence, we introduce a new edge and 
its inverse to the polygon, and then cut and paste the same way as we have described so far. 
Figure 23: Grouping the handles 
Iteration of this step preserves existing loops, cross-caps and handles. 
At this point, one of the last obstacles to the canonical form is that we may still have a mixture 
of handles and cross-caps. We now show that a handle and a cross-cap is equivalent to three cross- 
caps. We know that a handle is equivalent to a torus and a cross-cap is equivalent to a projective 
plane, thus, we need to show that the connected sum of a torus and a projective plane is equivalent 
to the connected sum of three projective planes. Recall that we showed in Section 7 that a Klein 
bottle is equivalent to the connected sum of two projective planes (see figure 6), and the Mobius 
strip is equivalent to the projective plane with a hole cut out of it. Thus all we need to show is 
that the connected sum of a torus and a Mobius strip is equivalent to the connected sum of a Klein 
bottle and a Mobius strip. Massey [6] described nicely how this maybe done. We first represent 
the torus and the Klein bottle as follows: 
Figure 24: (a) Torus with hole (b) Klein bottle with hole 
We cut out a corresponding disc in the Mobius strip as well, then first glue on the part of torus 
or Klein bottle that is homeomorphic to the square with the hole marked out by ABB'A'. This is 
equivalent to performing a connected sum with an open tube, which is homeomorphic to a sphere 
with two holes. Such a connected sum leaves the Mobius strip with two holes. In the next step 
we glue on the tube, which is the rest of the torus or the Klein bottle, along the boundaries of the 
two holes. In the resulting quotient spaces, the only difference is the orientation of the tube, in the 
sense that the tube corresponding to the Klein bottle has a twist. They are homeomorphic, and 
thus the connected sum of a torus and a projective plane is equivalent to the connected sum of a 
Klein bottle and a projective plane. 
Alternatively, we may also apply the pseudo-rewrite rule a a X Y  2: b y b x - '  to prove the above. 
We have 
At this stage, we can prove that all boundaries consist of loops, cross-caps, or handles. The 
details can be found in Ahlfors and Sario [I.]. 
Finally, we have to group the loops. This easily accomplished by the second pseudo-rewrite rule 
Indeed: 
~ h c - ~ ~ d k d - l y  = c - ' x d k d - l ~ c h  E ~ , l d k d - ~ ~ x c ~ h  = ~ h c , l d k d - ~ ~ X .  
Thus any two loops can be brought next to each other, without altering other successions. 
When all this is done, we have obtained a canonical form, and the proof is now complete. 
We now know that any triangulated polyhedron is equivalent to a triangulated 2-complex, which 
is equivalent to cell complex, which is again equivalent to a canonical cell complex. Thus, if two 
polyhedra are equivalent to the same canonical cell-complex, then they are homeomorphic to each 
other. 
Theorem 10.9 Two compact polyhedra or compact bordered polyhedra (triangulated compact sur- 
faces or compact bordered surfaces) are homeomorphic i$ they agree in  character of orientability, 
number of contours, and Euler-Poincare' characteristic. 
Proof. If Ml = lKll and M2 = IK21 are homeomorphic, we know that Ml is orientable iff M2 
is orientable, and the restriction of the homeomorphism between Ml and M2 to the boundaries 
aMl  and aM2 ,  is a homeomorphism, which implies that aMl and aM2 have the same number 
of arcwise components, that is, the same number of contours. Also, we state that homeomorphic 
spaces have the same Euler-Poincark characteristic. A proof for that involves homology groups, 
which we unfortunately do not have room for. Conversely, since any cell complex is equivalent to 
a canonical cell complex, the triangulated 2-complexes K 1  and K 2 ,  viewed as cell complexes, are 
equivalent to canonical cell complexes Cl and C2. However, we know that equivalence preserves 
orientability, the number of contours, and the Euler-Poincar6 characteristic, which implies that C1 
and C2 are identical. But then, M I  = IKll and M2 = IK2J are both homeomorphic to J C I J  = IC21. 
In order to finally get a version of theorem 10.9 for compact surfaces or compact bordered 
surfaces (not necessarily triangulated), we need to prove that every surface and every bordered 
surface can be triangulated. This is indeed true, but the proof is far from trivial, and it involves 
a strong version of the Jordan curve theorem due to Schoenflies, and is given in detail by Ahlfors 
and Sario [I]. It is interesting to know that 3-manifolds can be triangulated, but Markov showed 
that deciding whether two triangulated 4-manifolds are homeomorphic is undecidable (1958). For 
the record, we state the theorem again. 
Theorem 10.10 Two compact surfaces or compact bordered surfaces are homeomorphic i f  they 
agree in character of orientability, number of contours, and Euler-Poincare' characteristic. 
The geometric realization of a cell complex of type (I) is either a sphere, or the connected sum 
of p 2 1 tori, and the geometric realization of a cell complex of type (11) is the connected sum of 
p > 1 projective planes. Furthermore, the equivalence of the cell complexes consisting of a single 
face A and the boundaries abab-I and aabb, shows that the connected sum of two projective planes 
is homeomorphic to the Klein bottle. Also, the equivalence of the cell complexes with boundaries 
aabbcc and aabcb-lc-I shows that the connected sum of a projective plane and a torus is equivalent 
to the connected sum of three projective planes. Thus, we obtain another form of the classification 
theorem for compact surfaces. 
Theorem 10.11 Every orientable compact surface i s  homeomorphic either to a sphere or to a 
connected sum of tori. Every nonorientable compact surface is homeomorphic either t o  a projective 
plane or a connected sum of projective planes. 
If bordered compact surfaces are considered, a similar theorem holds, but holes have to be made 
in the various spaces forming the connected sum. 
Incidentally, the number p in the normal forms is called the genus of a surface. Intuitively, it 
counts the number of holes in the surface, which is certainly the case in the orientable case, but 
in the nonorientable case, it is considered that the projective plane has one hole and the Klein 
bottle has two holes. Of course, the genus of a surface is also the number of tori occurring in the 
canonical connected sum of the surface when orientable (which, when p = 0, yields the sphere), 
or the number of projective planes occurring in the canonical connected sum of the surface when 
nonorientable. In terms of the Euler-Poincark characteristic, for an orientable surface, the genus g 
is given by the formula 
9 = (2 - X - 91/27 
and for a nonorientable surface, the genus g is given by the formula 
where q is the number of contours. 
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